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Feature
During discharge samstemming, clicking the Add button on the matched RF prescription for an updated
resept, a new row (treatment) will be created for the incoming prescription from discharge. The new row
will be unmatched and the user is required to handle it before closing samstemming.
[ RENO-15362, Resolved, As a doctor i want to handle external items when matched with Meona items in discharge
samstemming ]

Customer Defect
Fixed FM not accepting a new changed file from Meona.
[ RENO-15504 (207061), Resolved, VS: 207061 - FM does not accept a new changed file from Meona when FM already
has received one from Meona without opening FM inbetween those two files. ]

Items stopped in Meona "samstemming" that are only local, i.e. do not have an RF match, are now
correctly shown as handled.
[ RENO-15499 (206823), Resolved, Stopping a Meona item in discharge samstemming leaves the item with a "yellow
triangle" warning ]

The FM will not send out more than one personal identification number per patient.
[ RENO-15491 (206515), Resolved, RF rejects messages after the patient ID has been updated in FM ]

Fixed error when cleaning up HelseId failed client registrations
[ RENO-15421, Resolved, Cleaning up HelseId client registrations is not working ]

Fixed browser freezing errors when performing HelseId login
[ RENO-15393, Resolved, No result after PIN code to KJ lookup for Doctor ]

Magistrelle Prescriptions in the FM allow longer package size units than before to prevent db error when
prescribing.
[ RENO-15370 (204703), Resolved, Cannot prescribe a preparation when using FEST with updated kodeverk for
package size units ]

Defect
Fixed update action no longer appearing on matched incoming AK prescriptions
[ RENO-15432, Resolved, Impossible to update a local AK prescription in samstemming with a newer incoming AK
prescription ]

Fixed tool tip warning error when changing lifetime on resepts for fetotoxic drugs to exactly one year.
[ RENO-15384, Resolved, Changing lifetime on resepts for fetotoxic drugs is not how it should be. ]

